The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation

BENCHMARKSTM DATA SERVICE
OVERVIEW
DTCC’s BenchmarksTM Data Service delivers a suite of powerful analytical products that enable broker/dealers and investment managers
to measure and compare operational performance against that of counterparties and industry peers.
When making the changes and investing the resources to stay competitive, firms must take into consideration multiple counterparties, a
variety of workflows and numerous complex scenarios. Targeted analysis is essential to this process. Benchmarks, available to users of
CTMTM, OASYSTM and TradeSuite IDTM, is DTCC’s operational performance measurement solution for broker/dealers and investment
managers. The service enables firms to access timely business intelligence by providing operational performance metrics along with tools
to customize views of this information and compare it to peer and industry performance.
With Benchmarks, firms can monitor operational performance across all asset classes and compare it to industry averages, as well as view
individual counterparty timeliness and efficiency. Benchmarks comprises multiple offerings within two broad categories – Trade Analytics
and Business Intelligence – that can be used in combination or individually. The products can be organized at the aggregate firm level,
regionally or by identifier; in addition they support customization by market, financial instrument type, location and more.

BENEFITS

HOW IT WORKS

SIMPLE SETUP
Receive or download products via a browser, without
installing software or scheduling development resources.

■■

AUTOMATION
Expedite analytical work by using pre-defined report templates
and data-feed formats, choosing the time periods for analysis
and customizing the frequency of reporting.
OBJECTIVITY
Validate subjective survey results with quantitative data drawn
from actual trade activity. Identify hidden factors that impact
performance with normalized data from all trade volume with
all clients.

»» Weekly files generated on the weekend.
»» Monthly files generated after the first Saturday of the
next month.
»» Quarterly files generated after the first Saturday of the
next quarter.
■■

The weekly and monthly Trade Analytics Reports and data
feed are then immediately made available online.

■■

The monthly and quarterly Business Intelligence Reports
begin generation on the above days for distribution.
Please contact your relationship manager for the schedule for
your specific report.

■■

The Quarterly Business Intelligence review discussion is
scheduled at your convenience.

DATA DIVERSITY
Make business operations more transparent with rich data sets
including raw and aggregated, current and historical reference,
transaction and asset servicing data across asset classes.
MARKET INTELLIGENCE
Through quarterly and monthly Benchmarks Reviews, gather
intelligence on market trends and priority counterparties and
view your placement within a peer group for key metrics defined
by the industry.

Underlying systems data from CTM, OASYS or TradeSuite ID
via QC Plus (monthly only) is aggregated on a weekly, monthly
and quarterly basis.

FLEXIBILITY
Analyze trading performance across all asset classes. Pivot focus
from core processing to client service, team management and
competitive positioning.

Securing Today. Shaping Tomorrow.®

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SUITE
Drawing on your firm’s trading data sourced from CTM, OASYS or TradeSuite ID, Benchmarks’ tools enable analysis from multiple
perspectives.
FOR INVESTMENT
MANAGERS

FOR BROKER/
DEALERS

X

X

Peer Report Card
Delivers a graphical overview of your operational performance in key metrics compared to your anonymous peers.

X

X

Investment Manager Broker Report Card
Provides chart ranking your named brokers’ performance against key metrics.

X

BENCHMARKS TOOL
Trade Analytics
The foundational offering, Trade Analytics is a self-service suite of products comprised of customizable reports
and data-as-a-service data feeds. Trade Analytics streamlines your firm’s analysis of its monthly or weekly
operational performance across all asset classes and a large variety of data points.
Business Intelligence Report
At its most complete, the Business Intelligence Report presents a comprehensive review of your operational
performance over time, against anonymous peers and with key counterparties versus the market.
DTCC can work with Quarterly Business Intelligence subscribers to identify operational inefficiencies, examine
relative strengths and weaknesses in processing compared to peers, analyze trends and recommend solutions.
Monthly subscribers have the report without consulting.
The Business Intelligence Report includes one or more of the following components, as selected by a subscriber:

Equity Analysis & Fixed Income Analysis
Reports your own ranking in a given asset class alongside your operational performance metrics contrasted with
comparable peer metrics.

X

The services described above are provided under the “DTCC” brand name by certain affiliates of The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”). DTCC itself does not provide
such services. Each of these affiliates is a separate legal entity, subject to the laws and regulations of the particular country or countries in which such entity operates. See www.
dtcc.com for a detailed description of DTCC, its affiliates and the services they offer.
Certain DTCC ITP LLC services are subject to regulation by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and are offered by DTCC ITP Matching (US) LLC (“DTCC Matching”), which is set out in SEC Release No. 34-44188; File No. 600-32; 66 FR 20494 (April 17, 2001). TradeSuite ID and CTM are services of DTCC Matching and are subject
to SEC regulation when used for trades in which either the broker-dealer or its institutional customer is a U.S. entity and the securities in the trade are issued by a U.S. issuer. No
other services offered by DTCC ITP LLC are regulated. 11784_TC052017

